
Abstract— Generalized Center String (GCS) problem are 

generalized from Common Approximate Substring problem 

and Common substring problems. GCS are known to be 

NP-hard allowing the problems lies in the explosion of 

potential candidates. Finding longest center string without 

concerning the sequence that may not contain any motifs is 

not known in advance in any particular biological gene 

process. GCS solved by frequent pattern-mining techniques 

and known to be fixed parameter tractable based on the 

fixed input sequence length and symbol set size. Efficient 

method known as Bpriori algorithms can solve GCS with 

reasonable time/space complexities. Bpriori 2 and Bpriori 

3-2 algorithm are been proposed of any length and any 

positions of all their instances in input sequences. In this 

paper, we reduced the time/space complexity of Bpriori 

algorithm by Constrained Based Frequent Pattern mining 

(CBFP) technique which integrates the idea of Constraint 

Based Mining and FP-tree mining. CBFP mining technique 

solves the GCS problem works for all center string of any 

length, but also for the positions of all their mutated copies 

of input sequence. CBFP mining technique construct TRIE 

like with FP tree to represent the mutated copies of center 

string of any length, along with constraints to restraint 

growth of the consensus tree. The complexity analysis for 

Constrained Based FP mining technique and Bpriori 

algorithm is done based on the worst case and average case 

approach. Algorithm's correctness compared with the 

Bpriori algorithm using artificial data is shown. 

 

Keywords— Constraint Based Mining, FP tree, Data mining, 

GCS problem, CBFP mining technique.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

ENERALIZED Center String problem [43] is generalized 

from CAS and its variants, where center strings of any 

length l are searched in N input sequence of each length of 

L and mutated copy of each center string )1( Ll ≤< is 

contained in at least q. GCS is more generalized from CAS. 

Common approximate substring(CAS) problem is defined 

as finding a string t Є ∑
l
 such that for every string si in S, 

there exists a substring ti in si dttd i ≤),( [38], in a set 

of sequences },...,{ 21 NSSSS = over a symbols set ∑ 

such that LS i ≤|| , Ni ≤<1 and positive integers l and d 

such that )1( Ll≤< and )0( ld ≤≤ , where ),( ittd means the 

Hamming distance between the string t and ti and substring 

of length l [36]. A string satisfying the objective of CAS is 

often called a center string. CSSP and CSP are variants of 

CAS are discussed briefly about their role in molecular 

biology [1], [12], [19], [24], [25], [33]. CAS is proven to be 

NP-complete [23], [24] [33]. As for CAS and its variants, 

specifically CSSP (Closet Substring Problem) and CSP 

(Closest String Problem) [1], [12], [19], [24], [25], [33], 

have vital role in molecular biology  in  [6], [7], [26], [35], 

[47], and known as FPT (fixed-parameter tractable) with 

respect to size of symbol set ∑ and length of center string l 

[12], [36]. A center string is a model for common 

substring and is not necessarily included in any of the input 

sequences [43]. Exact solution is given by [5], [21], [27], 

[28], [31], [45] and [46] to find the center string of length l 

over ∑ concerning all theoretical issues of computational 

molecular biology. Finding longest center string without 

concerning the sequence that may not contain any motifs is 

not known in advance in any particular biological process. 

This motivated Ruqian Lu to generalize CAS to GCS 

(Generalized Center String) problem. Ruqian Lu proved 

GCS is FPT with respect to sequence length L and symbol 

set size |∑| and solved GCS with three versions of Bpriori 

(Biological Variation of the Basic idea of Apriori 

algorithm) algorithm.  

In this paper we develop and integrate two techniques 

in order to solve the time and space complexity of the 

Bpriori algorithm [43]. First, a novel, compact FP-tree like 

TRIE data structure called consensus tree is constructed 

[4], [14], [17], [18], [29], [37], [42], which is extended 

prefix-tree structure storing crucial, quantitative 

information about the frequent pattern. The consensus tree 

is compact and informative, every node points in the tree 

consists of  strings that occur in more than q input 

sequence with up to certain mutation, each frequent 

itemset is represented as path from root to some leaf in the 

tree. The FP-growth method is efficient and scalable for 

mining both long and short frequent patterns [15], [37], 

and is about an order of magnitude faster than the Bpriori 

algorithm [14], [37],  [43]. To ensure that the FP-growth 

method transforms the problem of finding long frequent 

patterns to searching for shorter ones recursively and then 

concatenating the suffix. It uses the least frequent item as a 

suffix, offering good selectivity. 

 Second, using the strategy of Constraint-Based 

mining [8], [20], [16], [30], [40], [48], we restraint growth 

of FP-tree like TRIE using the user-specified constraints 

[40]. Constraint-based mining allows us to focus on 

restraining the growth of consensus tree by providing 

additional mining constraints. Two category of constraints 

such as level constraint [16] and rule constraint [48] (i.e., 

antimonotonic and succinct) in which rule constraints are 

focused to prune the search space of the FP tree [41], [17], 

[4].  Integrating two techniques and developed a new 
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algorithm known as CBFP (Constraint Based FP tree 

mining) to solve GCS (Generalized Center String) problem 

with reasonable time and space complexities. CBFP 

algorithm is fixed anchored in fixed symbol set size and 

fixed length of input sequence. CBFP algorithm (similar to 

Bpriori algorithm [43]), proposed based on the downward 

closure property which narrow down the search space be 

level-wise search strategy [22].CBFP algorithm is proposed 

based on two points, the first we search for all center strings 

of any length among input sequences (is a model for 

common substrings and is not necessarily included in any 

input sequences [43]). The second one is that we search for 

all instances of all center string in the input sequences 

(including de-generative).This paper proves that the goals 

are same and results can interpreted in both CBFP 
algorithm and Bpriori algorithm for GCS problem. Implicit 

user-defined constraint play vital role in pruning the search 

space of the FP-tree and reduce working time. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 

Section 2 surveys related work. Section 3 discusses the two 

Bpriori algorithms and its operation. CBFP tree based 

frequent pattern mining algorithm is introduced in Section 

4. Finally, Section 5 presents some experimental results. 

Conclusions are given in Section 6. 

II. PREVIOUS WORK 

Ruqian Lu has generalized CAS to more general problem, 

GCS, which is FPT with respect to the length of sequences, 

L, and the size of alphabet |∑|. Bpriori 1, Bpriori2 and 

Bpriori3 are presented for solving GCS [43]. CAS and its 

variants are proven to be NP-complete [23], [24], [33], and 

FPT with respect to the size of symbol set |∑| and l length 

of the string [36]. CAS solved by polynomial-time 

approximation schemes (PTAS) and for its variants, CSP 

solved by polynomial-time )3/4( ε+ -approximation 

algorithm and for CSSP, polynomial-time )1( ε+  

approximation algorithm given in [19], [25]. To find all 

exact solution to enumerate all possible |∑|
l
 string of length 

l over ∑ in computational molecular biology solved by  [5], 

[21], [27], [28], [32], [43], [45], [46]. The variants of CAS, 

CSP and CSSP are solved by Gramm et al [12]. Sagot [28] 

and Guan et al [13] gave efficient solution for repeated 

motif and common motif problem, similar to CAS. Planted 

motif problem also similar to CAS solved by many 

algorithms to find motifs up to d mismatches [2], [3], [5], 

[9], [10], [11], [32], [34], [43], and [44]. 

III. BPRIORI ALGORITHM 

Bpriori algorithm is introduced to solve the GCS problem 

[43]. Bpriori name reminds of the biological variation of 

the basic idea of the Apriori algorithm. Three version of 

Bpriori algorithm for solving GCS based on consensus tree 

with breadth-first and heuristic pruning techniques. The 

algorithm uses the basic idea and techniques of Apriori 

algorithm and FP tree method. Apriori algorithm employs 

level-wise and explore )1( +k -itemsets based on the 

downward closure property (a set with property P is said to 

satisfy downward closure property if all nonempty subsets 

of the set must also have the property P) [38], [39]. In FP 

tree (frequent pattern tree) technique, each frequent itemset 

is represented as a path of a tree, from root to some leaf 

node, in a way such that more frequently occurring items 

will have a better chance of sharing nodes than less 

frequently occurring items [15]. The GCS problem require 

mining center string by finding all mutated copies of 

center string (also called consensus string) limited by 

0≥d  among given N input sequences. GCS also had 

downward closure property and use level-wise search 

strategy for finding longer and longer consensus strings.  

 
Fig. 1 An example of consensus tree with }1,0{.0 =∑=d  and 

}.0110110,1011100,1101011,0101101{=S 7,4 == LN  and 2|| =∑ , 1,4 == dq  

 

Bpriori uses TRIE like structure (called consensus 

tree) for shared representation of all consensus strings and 

a level-wise search strategy for solving GCS problem. 

Bpriori algorithms find all center strings lt ∑∈  with any 

length l, d≤0 < Ll ≤  such that for each t, there are at 

least q sequences of S containing an x-mutated copy 

)( dx ≤ of t along with their position. Three version of 

Bpriori algorithm are Bpriori1 for finding center string 

without mismatched )0( =d , Bpriori2 for finding center 

string with 0≥d  and Bpriori3 – space saving algorithm 

considering the mismatches. Concerning Bpriori2 and 

Bpriori3 both construct the TRIE like data structure for 

consensus tree. 

In consensus tree constructed by Bpriori1 algorithm 

shown in Fig. 1, there are |∑| branches grown out from 

each non-leaf node n. Each substring t mapped to each 

input sequence s to a path starting from the root of the tree. 

Each node n contains pointers to all substrings mapped to 

n, where a pointer ),( kj points to a substring starting at 

the kth position of the jth sequence and node containing 

pointers pointing to less than q input sequences will not 

have no successors. Seven characteristics are stated for the 

Bpriori1 algorithm [43].  

 

Algorithm Bpriori1 

1. for j = 1 to N do 

2.    for k = 1 to L do 
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3. if the kth element of the jth sequence is ∑∈1b do 

4.     put ),( kj  in Sb1 and j in Tb1 

5. ;1←i  

6. while Li < do begin 

7.    for each φ≠
ibbbS ....21

 do 

8.    for each ),( kj of 
ibbbS ....21

while 1+−< iLk  do 

9. if the ik + th element of the jth sequence is 

∑∈+1ib and qT
ii bbb ≥
+

||
12 ...

do 

10. put ),( kj  in 
121 .... +iibbbbS and j in

121 ... +iibbbbT ; 

11. Remove all 
121 .... +iibbbbS and 

121 ... +ii bbbbT
 for 

qT
ii bbbb <
+

||
121 ...

; 

12. if all 
121 .... +ii bbbbS  are removed then stop the 

program; 

13. Output all pairs )...(
121 ....,121 ++ iibbbbi Sbbb  

14. Remove all 
ibbbS ....21

and
ibbbT ...21

 ; 

15. 1+← ii ; 

16. end 

Bpriori2 algorithm finds the center string 

with 0>d ,in consensus tree shown in Fig. 2 the consensus 

string are put in the node with d’ of 

mismatches, dd ≤< '0 refers to possible mutated copies of 

the center string. Bpriori2 generate all center string of any 

length and proved that GCS problem is fixed parameter 

tractable with respect to the parameter group ),( dl with 

finite and fixed symbol set ∑. Bpriori2 has a reasonable 

time complexity, but an unsatisfying space complexity. 

 

 Algorithm Bpriori2 

1. for j = 1 to N do 

2. for k = 1 to L do 

3. if the kth element of the jth sequence is ∑∈1b put 

)0,,( kj  in 
1b

S , )1,,( kj  in all '
1b

S for 
1

'

1 bb ≠ and j 

in ''
1b

T for each ∑∈''

1b   

4. ;1←i  

5. while Li < do  

6. begin 

7. for each φ≠
ibbbS ....21

 do 

8. for each ),,( ekj of 
ibbbS ....21

while 1+−< iLk  do 

9. if the ik + th element of the jth sequence is ∑∈+1ib
and 

qT
iibbb ≥
+

||
12 ...

do 

10. begin 

11. put ),,( ekj  in 
121 .... +iibbbbS and j in 

121 ... +iibbbbT ; 

12. if de < then for all 
1

'

1 ++ ≠ ii bb  put )1,,( +ekj  

in
'

121 .... +ii bbbb
S and j in 

'
121 ... +ii bbbb

T ; 

13. end; 

14. Remove all 
121 .... +iibbbbS  and 

121 ... +iibbbbT  for qT
iibbbb <
+

||
122 ...

; 

15. if all 
121 .... +iibbbbS  are removed then stop the program else 

output all pairs )...(
121 ....,121 ++ iibbbbi Sbbb  

16. Remove all 
ibbbS ....21

and
ibbbT ...21

 ; 

17. 1+← ii ; 

18. end; 
 

Bpriori3-1 produces all center string with length 2≥ , 

performing many comparison operations for calculating 

Hamming distance between two strings. Bpriori3-1 is good 

in space complexity, but not as good as Bpriori2 in time 

complexity, provided that this is the lowest space 

complexity for solving GCS problem. In these mutated 

copies of all substrings as candidates of center strings is 

not generated. Rather, each center string is in the d-

neighborhood of at least one consensus string is generated 

and tested along the path in the consensus tree by 

calculating Hamming distance between two strings. Tree 

nodes pointing to less than q input sequences will not be 

pruned, because they may be members of d-neighborhoods 

of some potential center strings, pruned if the downward 

closure property is applicable. The consensus tree stops to 

grow only if at some level of the tree no center string is 

found. 

 
Fig. 2 An example of c onsensus tree with  }1,0{.1 =∑=d  and 

}.0110110,1011100,1101011,0101101{=S 7,4 == LN and 1,4,2|| ===∑ dq  

 

Algorithm Bpriori3-1 

1. for j = 1 to N do 

2. for k = 1 to L do 

3. if the kth element of the jth sequence is ∑∈1b
,put ),( kj  

in 
1b

S , j in 
1b

T & 1 in 
1b

R ; 

4. ;1←i  

5. while Li < do  

6. begin(0) 

7. for each 1
..21

=
ibbb

R do 

8. for each ),( kj of 
ibbbS ....21

while 1+−< iLk  do 

9. if the ik + th element of the jth sequence is ∑∈+1ib
 

and φ≠
+12 .... ibbS

, put ),( kj in
121 ... +iibbbbS and j in 

121 ... +iibbbbT ; 

10. for each φ≠
ibbbS ...21

do 

11. for each ''

2

'

1 ... ibbb  with distance dbbbbbb ii ≤)..,...( ''

2

'

121
do 

12. begin (1) 
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13. φ←include  

14. for each φ≠''''
2

''
1 ... ibbb

S  with distance 

dbbbbbb ii ≤)..,..(
''

2

'

1

''''

2

''

1
 do 

15.  ;''''
2

''
1 ... ibbb

Tincludeinclude U←  

16.  if qinclude ≥||  then for all includeT
ibbb
∈''''

2
''

1 ...
 do 

17. begin (2) 

18. output the pair );,..( ''''
2

''
1 ..

''

2

'

1
ibbbi Sbbb  

19. 1''''
2

''
1 ..

←
ibbb

R ; 

20. end (2) 

21. end (1)  

22. if no output is produced then stop the program. 

23. remove all 
ibbbS ...21

and 
ibbbT ...21

; 

24.  ;1+← ii  

25. end (0) 

IV. CONSTRAINT BASED FREQUENT PATTERN MINING 

TECHNIQUE 

In Bpriori2 and Bpriori3-1 algorithm solve GCS problem 

with the consensus tree and a level-wise strategy. In 

Bpriori2 maintains the whole tree in the memory, may 

become crucial at each level by the number of developed 

nodes. Whereas Bpriori3 solve the space complexity of 

Bprioir2 using weaker pruning policy performs many 

comparisons for calculating hamming distance between two 

strings. In this new algorithm, Constraints Based Frequent 

Pattern mining techniques utilizing the TRIE like structure 

of FP-tree along with two constraints [16], [20], [30], [40], 

[48] to solve the GCS problem. CBFP technique uses 

formulation and definition of GCS (Generalized Center 

String) problem mentioned in [43] which generalize the 

CAS (Common Approximate Substring) problem to GCS 

problem. 

Definition 1.Given 0≥d  as the number of maximally 

allowed mutations (errors or mismatches), any string b with 

dxbad H ≤=),( is called a x-mutated copy (or simply 

mutated copy) of a and vice versa. A zero mutated copy is 

also called an exact copy. All x-mutated copies of a, 

where dx ≤ , form the d-neighborhood of a. a is called the 

center of this neighborhood.  

 

Definition 2.Given parameters N, L, q, d and ∑ of the GCS 

problem, a is called a center string if each of at least q 

input sequences contains a substring in a’s d-

neighborhood. 

The formal definition of GCS [43] is, a set 

},...,{ 21 NsssS = of sequences over a finite symbol set ∑ with 

R=∑ || , such that NqLs i ≤≤= 1,|| , and positive integers d 

and q such that Ld <≤0 and .1 Nq ≤≤ The objective is 

finding all center string lt ∑∈ with any length l, 

Lldo ≤<≤ such that for each t, there are at least q 

sequences of S containing an x-mutated copy )( dx ≤ of t 

along with their positions. 

 
Fig. 3 An   example   of   consensus     tree     with       }1,0{.0 =∑=d  

and }.0110110,1011100,1101011,0101101{=S 7,4 == LN  and 

4,2|| ==∑ q using Bpriori2 algorithm 

 

CBFP mining technique mine center string from 

given N input sequences, finds all of their mutated copies 

limited by a distance 0≥d  by a level-wise search 

strategy [8],[20]. CBFP mining technique constructs a 

TRIE-like structure for all consensus strings. Consensus 

tree have |∑| branches in each level for each non-leaf node 

n. Each node has |∑| branches only if nodes satisfy 

prescribed support and confidence level. Each node in 

consensus tree contains position for mutated copies of 

substring 0≥d , a pointer ),,( ekj points to a substring at 

jth position in kth input sequence among given N input 

sequences with level of mutation de ≤ . A path from root 

to any node in the consensus tree represents a center 

string. Based on the constraints, pre-pruning the nodes 

happens at each level like backward closure property.  The 

number of levels of the tree is at most L of the sequence. 

Nodes with confidence value 1))/())sup((()( <−−= qNbNbconf  

will be pruned; it is an antimonotone constraints. A 

constraint P is anti-monotonic if and only if ∀ sequence 

x: )()()( xpypyx →∧⊆ [48]. The path from root to a 

node in the consensus tree represents a mutated copy of a 

center string, and its confidence value less than 1 then 

there is no or less than q sequence containing center string 

among given N input sequences. The node to be pruned it 

means further superset belongs to consensus center string 

is reluctant by definition of GCS. For each node support 

value will be calculated for the number of sequence that 

does not contribute in production of center string; this 

constraint is monotonic in CBFP mining technique. A 

constraint P is monotonic if and only if ∀  sequence x: 

)()()( ypxpyx →∧⊆  [48]. The pointers of each node 

belongs to different genesis that do not contribute to the 

production of center string are counted for all node. 

Support values anticipated to be q≤ for the entire pointers 

in a node that branches out with |∑| child, pursue it as 

monotonic property for all nodes in the consensus tree. 

Each position of consensus node with level of mutation 

de > will be pruned, sustained all position in consensus 
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node like succinct constraint. A constraint P is succinct, 

enumerates all and only those sets that are guaranteed to 

satisfy the constraint [16]. For each ),,( ekj pointers of 

consensus node with the mutation level de >  are pruned 

from the process of production of center string. The 

mutated copies of all center string with de > are not be 

concerned by formulation of GCS [43]. In CBFP mining 

technique, consensus tree’s node contains pointer to all its 

consensus strings, the node pointing to different origins is 

greater than q sequences will not be pruned. The consensus 

tree is not fully grown, because any node not satisfying 

confidence level (or less than q sequence) will not have | ∑ | 

branches, stops to grow at a level of the tree no center 

string is found.  

In constrain based mining, constraints are categorized 

into five constraints [16][48] in which CBFP mining 

techniques uses antimonotone, monotonic and succinct 

constraints which meant to restraint the growth of 

consensus tree with reasonable time and space complexity. 

 

Algorithm CBFP mining technique 

1. for j = 1 to N do 

2. for k = 1 to L do 

3. if the kth element of the jth sequence is  ∑∈1b do 

4. put )0,,( kj  in 
1b

S , )1,,( kj  in all '
1b

S for 
1

'

1 bb ≠ for 

each ∑∈''

1b  else sup )( ib  

5. ;1←i  

6. while Li < do  

7. begin  

8. for each 1),...,( 121 ≥+ibbbconf  do 

9. begin (3) 

10. for each ),,( ekj of 
ibbbS ....21

while 

1+−< iLk  do 

11. begin (2) 

12. if the ik + th element of the jth sequence is 

∑∈+1ib and sup qbi <+ )( 1
do 

13. begin(1) 

14. put ),,( ekj  in 
121 .... +iibbbbS ; 

15. if de < then for all 
1

'

1 ++ ≠ ii bb  put 

)1,,( +ekj in
'

121 .... +iibbbb
S ; 

16. end(1); 

17. end(2); 

18. if 1)( 1 <+ibconf then Remove 
1+ib

S ;  

19. end (3); 

20. if all 
121 .... +iibbbbS  are removed then stop the 

program else output all pairs )...(
121 ....,121 ++ iibbbbi Sbbb  

21. Remove all 
ibbbS ....21

and
ibbbT ...21

; 

22. 1+← ii ; 

23.  end;  

 
Fig. 4 An example of consensus TRIE like tree structure with 

}1,0{.0 =∑=d and }0110110,1011100,1101011,0101101{=S 7,4 == LN  and 

4,2|| ==∑ q  with all pruned nodes created by CBFP mining technique. 

 
Bpriori algorithm maps each substring of input 

sequence s to path starting from the root of the tree. Each 

node n contains pointers to all substring of different origin 

is less than q sequence will be pruned. But CBFP mining 

technique when node grown out with |∑| branches will 

check for sup qb ≤)(  and 1)( ≥bconf then node pruned in 

the middle. Bpriori checks whether each node pointers to 

at least q sequences in Fig. 3, rather in CBFP mining 

technique the confidence value less than 1 then node will 

be checked for center string. The number of superfluous 

pointer checking and discarded node formation are 

proscribed in prior stage than Bpriori algorithms. The 

constraints prescribed in CBFP mining technique not at all 

amend its scenery. In CBFP the support value can achieve 

the pruning task but confident value make sure for each 

node creation based on formulation of GCS. Consensus 

tree is not fully grown in CBFP mining technique, 

restrained by constraint during the mining center string.  

V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

CBFP mining techniques are tested with some imaginary 

sequences, which are compared with Bpriori algorithms. 

Alike Bpriori performance estimation, CBFP mining 

techniques performance evaluated with following 

parameters Total_nodes, Max_nodes, Run_time(ms) and 

Real_signal as in [43]. The parameter Total_nodes means 

the total number of nodes generated by the algorithm, 

Max_nodes means the maximal number of nodes ever 

residing in the virtual memory when the algorithm 

runs,Run_time denotes the running time of the algorithm 

[43]. Sequences are generated varying the value of the L 

(length of sequence), N (number of sequence), q 

(maximally allowed sequences) and d (mutation level). 

The worst case analysis and average case analysis are 

made between the CBFP mining technique and Bpriori 

technique by increasing the order of growth of the terms N 

(number of sequences) and L (Length of each sequences). 
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(f) 
Fig 5 Graph comparison between the CBFP mining technique(a),(b),(c) 

& Bpriori2 algorithm(d),(e),(f) for different parameter values N and L 

test on the condition q= 3N/4 and d=2. In graph solid line represent the 
parameter N is fixed but the length of sequences L is increased steadily 

and dashed line represents the parameter L is fixed but the total number 

of sequences is enlarged gradually. 

 

In Fig. 4 CBFP mining techniques shows all the nodes 

which are pre-pruned not like Bpriori algorithms. Both 

Bpriori2 and Bpriori3-1 algorithm creates the node first 

with the parents nodes then check for the GCS constraints. 

CBFP mining techniques uses the constraints restrict the 

node creation which does not comply. Fig. 5 shows the 

comparison between the CBFP mining technique and 

Bpriori2 algorithm on artificial sample data. The sequence 

ABDCABAC is inserted into 4/3N among N sequences 

with d=2. Each graph consists of two lines, dashed line 

represents L the length of the sequence is fixed to be 100bp 

and N the number of sequence is enlarged from 10 to 320 

step by step; solid line shows the number of sequence N to 

be fixed with 20 and the length of sequence L is increased 

gradually. In Fig.5 (a) & (d) illustrate the parameter 

Total_node, (b) & (e) demonstrate the parameter 

Max_nodes and (c) & (d) shows Run_time in milliseconds. 

According to Table I show the performance of the 

Bpriori3-1 algorithm. From the Fig. 5, it is easy to see that, 

TABLE I 

PERFORMANCE OF BPRIORI 3-1 ALGORITHM 

N L Total_nodes Max_nodes Run_time(ms) 

20 10 67421 287 32451 

20 20 75129 432 42364 

20 40 220874 1023 150342 

20 80 539812 2765 973780 

20 160 1876239 5196 13216578 

20 320 3234564 9624 19458628 

10 100 600123 1726 4631749 

20 100 790532 3402 1004487 

40 100 1217835 5735 929687 

80 100 1994452 9643 912164 

160 100 2830482 13983 945273 

320 100 3667234 17942 950431 

Performance of Bpriori 3-1 tabulated based on the parameter N and L 
with condition q=3N/4 and d=2. In first subgroup N is fixed and L is 

increased step by step. In second subgroup L is fixed and number of 

sequences N is increased gradually. 
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the enlargement of the values of N and L, the running time 

of CBFP is less than the Bpriori2 and both increases  

slowly, but running time for Bpriori 3-1 increases fast and 

space requirement has almost no change with varying 

increase in N and L. Increase in N and L the space 

requirement for CBFP is moderated, Bpriori 2 increases 

fast. 

In [43], performance of the algorithms is influenced by 

the parameter d. According to Table 2 the three algorithms 

performance is compared by varying the parameter d and q 

on the synthetic data set with L=100 and N=20. For larger 

value of d the number of node generated is greater but 

increasing the value of q less number of nodes will be 

produced. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, GCS problem solved by Constraint based 

frequent pattern mining techniques. Constraints Based 

Frequent Pattern mining techniques utilizing the TRIE like 

structure of FP-tree along with constraints. CBFP mining 

techniques uses antimonotone, monotonic and succinct 

constraints which meant to restraint the growth of 

consensus tree with reasonable time and space complexity. 

In CBFP the support value can achieve the pruning task but 

confident value make sure for each node creation based on 

formulation of GCS. Consensus tree is not fully grown in 

CBFP mining technique, restrained by constraint during the 

mining center string. CBFP mining techniques are tested 

with some imaginary sequences, which are compared with 

Bpriori algorithms. Time complexity of CBFP mining 

technique is best among some advantageous situations. Pre-

pruning techniques and TRIE structure plays an important 

role in real biological data. In future, this algorithm is to be 

applied for some more real problem in molecular biological 

and plays vital role in biological computation. 
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